The AEI M-600 Yarn Inspector combines the latest
in visible laser light technology and digital signal
processing with an accessible, graphic user
interface, for highly uniform and close yarn sheet
inspection, across a wide range of yarn applications.

The M-600 Yarn Inspector
- Detects Major, Minor & Length Defects
- Improves warp set quality for weaving &
warp knitting
- Wide range of fine filament, spun & industrial
yarn applications
- Hardened, flame-coated aluminum detector rail
- Single or dual rail configuration
- Reed/comb holders; entering/exit hold-down bars
- Adjustable support stanchions
- RS-232 communications port

Graphic Operator Interface
- Rail mounted touch screen terminal with backlight
- Menu-driven operator programming
- Integrated peak/average noise meter
- Indicator lights for power, run, error
- Optional remote touch screen interface
- Soft run/bypass

M-600 Laser Assembly
- Visible laser light technology
- Precise laser transmitter/receiver system
- Dedicated digital signal processor (DSP)
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Specifications

Versatile Applications

- Input Power:
115/220 VAC Single Phase
50/60 Hz 200 watts
- Stop Motion:
Dry Contact NO, COM, NC
Open collector output
- Controller:
DSP
- Light Source:
Class II Laser
- Shipping Weight:
Single Rail 54” - 300 LBS. (136 Kg)
- Crate Dimensions:
Single Rail 54” - 78”x22”x17”
(220x56x43 cm)

- Available warp path sizes:
21”, 42”, 54”, 72”, & 90”
(53, 107, 137, 183, 228 cm)
- Fine Filament yarn
Industrial yarn - Spun yarn
- High-speed warping/beaming
- Tricot/Raschel sets

Powerful Capabilities
- Fully programmable Major, Minor
Defect detection, Count and Stop
- Automatic calibration
- Complete diagnostics capabilities
- Optional Length defect detection
- Optional Defect Flagging

Touch screen
terminal with keylock
programming & light
indicators for power,
run, & error.

For more information about the M-600 or any other
AEI solution, phone, fax or email AEI today. We will
quickly put you in touch with the AEI representative for
your region and industry.
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Hardened flamecoated thread rods
with visible laser light
technology

Remote Operator
Touch Screen

Appalachian Electronic Instruments, Inc. offers a diverse
range of innovative, cost effective optical, electronic, mechanical
and chemical solutions for measurement, control and automation.
AEI is committed to producing its products and conducting
all its business in a manner consistent with the company’s core
values. At AEI, we believe that our most valuable assets are the
relationships we hold with customers, employees and partner
suppliers. We further believe that true success is achieved
when the power of these vital relationships is focused on a
common goal.
AEI’s commitment to quality and long-term value is the
natural outcome of our devotion to these principles. High quality
systems like the M-600 are the proud products of this dedicated,
professional culture.
The M-600 was designed, developed and built with integrity.
AEI Integrity.

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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